The concept of statistical convergence of a sequence was first introduced by H. Fast. Statistical convergence was generalized by R. C. Buck, and studied by other authors, using a regular nonnegative summability matrix A in place of C\ .
Introduction
The concept of the statistical convergence of a sequence of reals S = {s"} was first introduced by H. Fast [9] .
The sequence S = {s"} is said to converge statistically to L and we write lim sn = L (stat) if for every e > 0, n-»oo lim n~x\{k < n : \sk -L\ > e}\ = 0, n->oo where \A\ denotes the cardinality of the set A. Properties of statistically convergent sequences were studied in [5, 6, 12, and 16] . In [13] Fridy and Miller gave a characterization of statistical convergence for bounded sequences using a family of matrix summability methods.
Statistical convergence can be generalized by using a regular nonnegative summability matrix A in place of C\. This idea was first mentioned by R. C. Buck [3] in 1953 and has been further studied by Sember and Freedman ( [10 and 11] ) and Connor ([5 and 7] ). Regular nonnegative summability matrices turn out to be too general for our purposes here, instead we use the concept of a mean.
A matrix T = (amn ) will be called a mean if amn > 0 when n <m, amn = 0 if n > m, Y^=\ amn = 1 for all m and limm_0O amn = 0 for each n .
If T = (amn) is a mean, following Buck, a sequence S = {sn} is said to be statistically T-summable to L and we write sn -> L (stat T) if for every e > 0 we have oo y^ [amn : \s" -L\ > e] -» 0 asm-»oo.
n=\
The main result in this paper is a theorem that gives meaning to the statement S = {s"} converges to L statistically (T) if and only if "most" of the subsequences of S converge, in the ordinary sense, to L.
In [14] and [15] Fridy and Orhan studied lacunary statistical convergence. We will present a measure theoretical subsequence characterization of lacunary statistical convergence.
Results. We recall that Fridy proved [12] that a sequence S is statistically convergent if and only if there exists a subset A of N (the natural numbers), having density zero, such that the subsequence of S obtained by removing the terms of 5 with indices in A is convergent in the ordinary sense. Here, A having density zero means lim n_1|{A:<« : k e A}\ = 0.
n-»oo Our first step toward obtaining a subsequence characterization of statistical (T) convergence is the following generalization of the result of Fridy just mentioned. In the statement of our theorem we will need a definition of T-density zero.
If T = (amn) is a mean, then a subset A of N is said to have T-density The subsequence of S obtained by removing the terms with indices in A clearly converges, in the ordinary sense, to L.
We will now show that A has T-density zero. Let e > 0. There exists an n(e) e N such that oo .
El e The regularity of T implies there exists an Rn^ , a term in the sequence {r"} with index larger than «(e), i.e., R"^ = rm(e), m(e) > «(e), such that rn(e)-l ê 2 an < 5 for all r > Rn{e) (= rm(e)). This example shows that to get the theorem mentioned in the introduction it will be necessary to use a measure different from Lebesgue measure.
In the following, if A = {kn} is any subset of N, m a will denote the unique probability measure defined on the Borel subsets of (0, The purpose of using ^ instead of 5 when j = k" is to avoid "picking" elements of the "bad" set A .
We are now ready to prove the main result in this paper. In Case 2, mA({x e (0, 1] : e"k\x) = 1 for infinitely many j}) -1.
In Case 3, mA({x e (0, 1] : e"(x) -1 for infinitely many n £ B and also for infinitely many n e C}) = 1.
Therefore, in each of the above three cases we have Fridy and Orhan in [14] and [15] studied lacunary statistical convergence. By a lacunary sequence we mean an increasing sequence of positive integers 6 -{kr} such that hr : kr -kr-\ -► oo as r -> oo. In the following we denote by Ir :-(kr-\, kr]. Let 6 be a lacunary sequence; they defined the sequence of numbers S = {sn} to be Sg-convergent to L provided for every e > 0, lim «r_1|{A: € Ir : \sk -L\ > e}\ = 0 r-»oo and we write sn -» L(So).
The following result is an analogue of a theorem of Fridy for statistical convergence that can be found in [8] and related to Theorem 1 in this paper. Suppose now that Sg = {sn} is not S^-convergent and A is a subset of N satisfying lim,-_00 \Ir n A\ 'h~l = 0. Then, by Theorem 4, the subsequence {s"k} of S, where {«¿J = N\^4, does not converge. The remainder follows exactly as in the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 2.
We conclude by giving an example to show that the S^-convergence analogue of Theorem 3 is false. 
